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Article abstract
Production of Knowledge and ils Power Effects The Case ot Ahoriginal
Delinc/uency in Canada
The ovenrepresentation of Native people in prison, which is generally
considered as a serious social problem in Canada, has been subjected to
various scientific explanations. Two main modes of problematization have
been distinguished : the first one suggests that this phenomenon indicates a
spécifie propension among Native people to become delinquent (for reasons to
be found) whereas the second one insists on the existence of a difficult
relation-ship between the Natives and the Canadian criminal justice system. A "
genealogical " analysis of these scientific discourses show that they might have
some unexpected effects on the social world, particularly on the political
relationships between the Natives and the Canadian state. This case study
wishes to illustrate how complex are the links between discourse and action, or
knowledge and power.
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